EDUCATION SEATING
LEARNING IN COMFORT AND STYLE IS ON THE SYLLABUS!

An investment in
knowledge…
…pays the best interest”

Benjamin Franklin

AND INVESTMENT IN YOUR STUDENT’S LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT IS THE GATEWAY TO GREATER EDUCATION!
Your students’ engagement and learning retention are of paramount importance, and the seating you install can have a real imp act on this. At
Race, we have decades of experience in creating seating solutions that will enhance your students’ learning experience, which in turn will yield
greater student satisfaction (and grades!).
We offer bespoke solutions on all our projects – not one seat is the same. We tailor our education seats to your needs and can a lso configure the
seating layout to optimise the space available.
No need to do the maths, put simply, choosing Race is genius!

CONNECT at University of Leeds

MEET THE SEATS

CONNECT
CONNECT TO YOUR STUDENTS. CONNECT TO YOUR PEERS.
CONNECT TO THE FUTURE.
Looking to create an environment that fosters collaboration and engagement and
encourages interaction between teacher and student? Race Furniture’s award winning collaborative seating solution for lecture theatres and other educational
environments, could be for you! Connect allows teachers to circulate freely, and
experiment with new teaching styles while encouraging strong group -working
and conversation which in turn boosts engagement and learning retention.
Features & Benefits
• Available in a wide range of finishes
• A wide range of upholstery styles
• Variable configurations
• Integrated Technology
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled steel content
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• Customisable arm rests and end panels designs
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Imperial College London,
Royal School of Mines
Download Connect BIM Model
Specify Connect on NBS Source

The Hive, University of Birmingham

Ninewells Medical School

Heriot Watt University, Dubai

Leeds Beckett University

CONNECT at Loughborough University

MONTPELLIER
TRADITIONAL TEACHING. MODERN SEATING.
Bad posture and uncomfortable seating = lack of concentration
and disengagement. Fortunately, the Montpellier provides ultimate
comfort and support, making it the perfect, classic seat for didactic
lecture theatres and educational institutions. It also features a
working surface which can have power integrated to allow for
students to use laptops or tablets.
Features & Benefits
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• A wide range of upholstery styles and finishes
• Finger-safe seat tipping mechanism
• Writing Shelf
• Fixed and removable options
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled
steel content
• Customisable arm rests and end panels designs
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Download Montpellier BIM Model
Specify Montpellier on NBS Source

University of Cambridge

University of Reading

Cardiff University, Heath Hospital

University of Oxford

PRESTBURY
LECTURES IN LUXURY!
Blending style and comfort, the Prestbury can be customised to fit the unique
needs of any venue.
It is the perfect solution if you are looking to use your lecture theatres and
educational spaces for external conferences and events due to its versatile nature.
Customisable options include integrated power and tech and working surfaces for
writing/laptop space.
Features & Benefits
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• A wide range of upholstery styles and finishes
• Integrated Technology
• Fixed and removable options
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled steel content
• Customisable arm rests, end panels and writing tablets designs
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Download Prestbury BIM Model
Specify Prestbury on NBS Source

Prestbury at Royal College of Surgeons

BROADWAY
BROADEN YOUR TEACHING HORIZONS.
Race Furniture are the pioneers of the pedestal seat, and our
Broadway seat is one of the most popular styles. Fully customisable,
the Broadway is a real chameleon with its ability to be adapted to
every setting. Broadway works particularly well for layouts that are
on a tight curve.
Features & Benefits
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• Wide choice of finishes and upholstery styles
• End-of-row panels
• Custom-made seat signage
• Finger-safe seat tipping mechanism
• Pedestal air ventilation system
• Optional integral Krantz air diffuser within pedestal base
• Customisable arm rests, end panels and writing tablets designs
• Optional power and data ports
• Fixed and removable options
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled
steel content
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Download Broadway BIM Model
Specify Broadway on NBS Source

Kings College London, Bush House

Nescot College

Magdalen College, Oxford

Essex Business School

MALVERN
MAXIMUM OPPORTUNITY IN ONE SMALL SEAT
If your educational space demands versatility, then look no further than the Malvern.
The beam-mounted seating system, with its modular, aluminium -framed design is
highly adaptable. Perfect if your seats need to work for students and conference
attendees alike. Customise your Malvern with work surfaces, integrated tech and a
variety of finishes.
Features & Benefits
• Available in fixed 2, 3 and 4 seat place width modules
• A wide range of upholstery styles and finishes
• Finger-safe seat tipping mechanism
• Fixed and removable options
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled steel content
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• Customisable arm rests and end panels designs
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Download Malvern BIM Model
Specify Malvern on NBS Source

Malvern at Imperial College London

ALTO
ELEGANT, SLEEK, VERSATILE – THAT’S OUR ALTO!
Looking to maximise the potential of your space with a seat that is
compact, yet still stylish? Enter the Alto! Providing a light
appearance as well as comfort and postural support, the Alto is the
perfect seat for educational spaces that are doubling up as
auditoriums or performance spaces – it has been extremely popular
with performing arts schools.
Features & Benefits
• Variable seat widths and backrest angles
• Available in a wide range of finishes
• A wide range of upholstery styles
• End-of-row panels
• Fully upholstered option available
• Fixed and removable options
• DDA Provision
• Typically, seats are all FSC approved, and contain 80%+ recycled
steel content
• Customisable real wood, veneer, high -pressure laminate, fabric,
and leather finishes
• Bespoke seat height, width, and back angle dimensions
• Integrated cable management, signage, and storage solutions

Download Alto BIM Model
Specify Alto on NBS Source

Alto at Mansfield College

The collaborative spaces, with deskbased technology which is innovative…
…enables students to work collaboratively through digital means and enriches
their learning experiences.”

Professor Neil Morris
Director of Digital Learning, University of Leeds

LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING A
LITTLE MORE
SPECIFIC?

WHY NOT GO BESPOKE?
Really, everything we do is bespoke as all our products are fully customisable.
However, if you have a particular vision for your seat that doesn’t fit with any of our standard
customisable products then never fear, we can pretty much make anything!
Bespoke seating is one of our core competencies. Our skilled team will work with you to create
the seat of your dreams, tailored to your venue, and needs.
People choose to work with Race because they know they will get exactly what they want.
Why settle for anything less?

LOOKING TO ADD SOME
SPARKLE BACK TO YOUR SEATS?
WE CAN TEACH YOUR OLD SEATS NEW TRICKS!
Our passion is creating environments that are comfortable and inviting to
your patrons.
If your venue needs a revamp, refurbishing the seating can be the ideal
way of modernising a space, and as a result enhancing visitor experience.
Refurbishment offers a more cost -effective way of upgrading your seating,
while also reducing waste by re -using and repairing existing components.

•
•
•

We offer a no obligation site consultation. This allows us to assess your
requirements and discuss your needs.
We can work around your venue timetable offering a quick turnaround.
This is because we understand that downtime can mean less revenue.
By reusing and repairing as much of the original seat as possible we
make the process more cost -efficient and create less waste.

WHY CHOOSE RACE?

A DEDICATED PROJECT TEAM
When you choose to work with Race Furniture
you’ll be working directly with and in constant
contact with a dedicated team who will get to
know everything about you and your project.

COST CONSULTANCY
The effective management of cost is a critical
factor in the successful delivery of our client’s
project objectives. We support our clients by
providing a proactive, ‘hands-on’, and
innovative approach to the management of
cost and value at each stage of the
development lifecycle.

SITE SURVEY

DESIGN CONSULTANCY

We can come to your venue before we begin
any work to survey the site. This gives us a
better idea of the project and unique venue
requirements.

Not only do our in-house designers design
beautiful custom-made seats, but they are also
experts in safety standards, ergonomic and
anthropometric design, sustainable design,
spatial planning, sightline analysis, 3D
modelling, and so much more!

IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURE

GUARANTEED ON-TIME HANDOVER

All Race Furniture products are made to order
by our highly skilled team in our on-site factory.
This allows us to maintain exceptional quality
standards, and a speedier process as
communication between departments is
instant!

Every project we have worked on, we have
installed our seats and handed over the venue,
on time! At the beginning of the process your
project team will put together a thorough and
realistic time plan. We will then work with you
to make sure the plan is run to schedule and
alongside your requirements.

FOLLOW US

Facebook

LinkedIn

Instagram

/racefurnitureltd

Race Furniture

@racefurniture

READY TO
START YOUR
PROJECT
WITH US?

Great choice!
There are lots of ways you can
kickstart your work with us.
Send an enquiry to
enquiries@racefurniture.com

Give us a call on +44 (0)1451 821 446

Specify our products directly from NBS
Source. Just click here!

Click here to head to our website

